
Does Water Affect Mushroom Growth?

Research Question:

Interpretation & Conclusions: Methodology:

Data Analysis & Results:

How does the amount of 
water affect the growth 
of mushrooms?

● Buying Back to the Roots Organic Mini Oyster Mushroom 
Grow Kits from Amazon

● Doing 3 treatments on the 3 kits:
○ 1st: Following the kits instructions for 

watering(control)
○ 2nd: Dehydration
○ 3rd: Drowning 
○ Harvest the mushrooms, find the top 10 biggest 

Caps
● Find Mean and Standard Deviation, run an ANOVA test
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● My first round strongly supported my hypothesis, where 
the second’s error bars show no difference in the 
treatments

● The data shows that if the treatments were a more 
significant amount of water, water does have an affect on 
mushroom growth

● This mushroom kit had too many extra variables to be a 
good source for this project



Introduction

Research Question:

How does the amount of 
water affect the growth of 
mushrooms?

Background Research:

Background Information
● Moisture Levels are important in mushroom cultivation, maintation is important
● Water holding capacity, which affects the physical sense attributes, is very affected 

by dehydration and rehydration of mushrooms through hot-air drying methods 
● Humidity and transpiration regulation is important as well
● Mushrooms are well known for there water conservation methods, it needing way 

less water to grow (Twenty eight liters) then other plants 
● Soil water availability is important to the mushroom crop

Work scientists and engineers have already completed on the topic
● Do mushrooms grown during a drought survive because they had access to 

deeper soil water? -Lilleskov et al.
○ Showed that the access to deeper groundwater does have a significant 

effect on mushroom’s ability to function during a drought
● How does the hot-air drying process affect the moisture distribution in 

mushrooms? 
○ Showed that combined drying was the best treatment, had pretty constant 

moisture distribution
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Questions/Problem and predictions

Research Question:

How does the amount of water 
affect the growth of 
mushrooms?

Hypothesis: 

If I water a set of mushrooms less than recommended by the kit, then 
they will grow better than the overhydrated set of mushrooms, because 
since mushrooms naturally need less water, they will be able to grow 
easier with less water, where the drowned mushrooms will more likely 
die.
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Investigative methods and procedures

Procedures:

1. I opened the Perforation window on the 3 Grow Kit boxes with them 
facing up
2. I cut an “x” into the mushroom bags with them still inside the box, 
having it just hit the sides of the Perforation windows
3. I lifted up each flap and with a fork lightly scratched away some of 
the top white layer
4. I took the Bags out of their boxes and placed them each in there 
own big bowl of water face down, and left them there to soak for at 
least 6 hours
5. After 6 or more hours, I lightly dried the bags with a rag enough that 
they didn’t get the box wet when I put them back in, making sure the 
“x” side was in the perforation window.
6. I placed the box near a window, in indirect sunlight

For the first round:
7. I watered the first set of mushrooms once a day, 9.858 milliliters, 
until I started to see mushrooms appear
8. I watered the second set of mushrooms every other day, 4.92892 
ml, until I started to see mushrooms appear
9. I watered the third set of mushrooms once a day,  14.787 milliliters, 
until I started to see mushrooms appear
10. Once the mushrooms started to appear, I turned the box upright 
and only added water if they began to dry out. 
11. I then stopped when the caps were flattening, the edges were 
brown, but no split edges yet

For the second round:
7. I watered the three kits the same amount, 9.85784ml, until the mushrooms started 
pinning(mushrooms popping up from the soil), where I sat the box upright
8. Then I watered the first set of mushrooms every night, 29.5735 ml, by sitting the box down, and then 
back upright after adding the water
9. Then I didn't water the 2nd set of mushrooms (control treatment) 
10. I watered the third set of mushrooms everyday, 73.9338 ml, by sitting the box down, and then back 
upright after adding the water
11. I then watered in this process until the mushroom caps started to flattened but before the corners 
split. 

12. I then harvested the mushrooms all at once in each set, by grabbing the base of the mushrooms 
and gently pulling up
13. I sorted them to find the top 10 biggest caps 
in cm. in each group of mushrooms 
14. I wrote the measurements of each of these 
top 10 caps
15. I found the Mean and Standard Deviation of 
each set in Google Sheets
16. I ran an ANOVA test of all the data to test the 
significance



Investigative methods and procedures
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Materials:

- 6 Back to the Roots Organic Mini Oyster Mushroom Grow Kits

-  4.92892 ml measuring cup 

- 9.858 ml measuring cup 

- 14.787 ml measuring cup 

-  29.573 ml measuring cup 

- 73.9338 ml measuring cup 

- Water

- Small sharp Knife

- Fork

- 3 Big bowls

- Rag

- Window that gives indirect sunlight

- Measuring tape

- Computer with Google Sheets and ANOVA test

Variables:

Independent Variable: The Amount 

the Mushrooms are Watered

Dependent Variable: The Size of 

the Mushroom Caps 

Control: Watering the mushrooms 

as the kit instructions say to do 

(9.85784ml a day)
Amazon



Results and data visualization
First round

● Only one of the treatments showed 
Results 

○ The Dehydrated mushroom 
treatment (4.92892ml), which 
proves my hypothesis



Results and data visualization
Second round

● All the treatments has very close Cap 
sizes

● The error bars show there was no 
real/significant difference in the 
measurements 



Discussion and interpretation

● Summary of the results shown in the graphs
○ In discussion of the two rounds’ graphs, my graphs of my two 

rounds of experiments look very different. The first graph only 
has data for one treatment, since the experiment didn't go as 
expected that time. But, the second time, it went better. The 
second graph shows the results of three treatments. Even 
though all the mushrooms grew the second time around, it still 
wasn’t perfect. The error bars show that all the treatments are 
about equal. So in both experiments, things didn’t go as 
planned. The trend I see in the graphs is that all the top 
mushroom cap lengths are all 3-4cm. And since a bar graph was 
used, the slope of the line can't tell about exactly how much 
your dependent variable changed as the independent variable 
was changed. 

● What happened in the experiment
○ The experiment didn't go quite as planned. On Amazon, I got 3 

separate Back to the Roots Organic Mini Oyster Mushroom 
Grow Kits. And each one looked a bit different, with different 
levels of dry and wetness in the soil, so I knew my experiment 
was going to be a little weird and varied.
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Discussion and interpretation

● Did the data support my hypothesis and why?
○ My hypothesis was both supported and unsupported by the two 

rounds of data. In the first round, only the dehydrated mushrooms 
ended up growing at all, so that supports my hypothesis.  The 
p-value on the ANOVA test was 1.1102e-16. On the other hand, in 
my second round, all of the mushrooms grew. The p-value on the 
ANOVA test was 0.0452. And it looks like the drowned 
mushrooms did best. But, the error bars all overlapping shows 
that all the data was too close to be significant, so my hypothesis 
was unsupported by the second round of results. The data of the 
second round did not support my hypothesis. What I think was 
going on was that the online brought kits are all different, so it’s a 
big variable that has shown its effects throughout. Also, the water 
used after the mushroom pinning occurred probably needed to be 
more significant. Since it seemed to have done nothing, clearly it 
wasn’t enough. My revised hypothesis would be: If I water all the 
sets of mushrooms, after their “pinning”(first signs of mushrooms 
to show up) occurs, a different but significant amount, then the 
more dehydrated mushrooms will have the biggest Cap size, 
because since mushrooms naturally need less water, they will be 
able to grow easier with less water.
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Discussion and interpretation
● Possible Sources of error

○ There were definitely many sources of error in these two rounds of this experiment. First, all the 
kits come a little bit different. Having extra variables does not make it easy to test one variable, 
which in this experiment was water. Next, watering. In my first round, the first few days I 
messed up my watering a lot, but luckily one didn’t get drowned and was able to grow and give 
me results. In the second round, I didn’t, after pinning, water them significantly enough. 
73.9338ml apparently isn't enough to shrink the size of a mushroom cap. Lastly, a possible 
error could have occurred while the measuring of the caps took place after the harvest of the 
plants. Since it was a tape measure, the placement may have not always been correct. Plus, 
since the caps are curved and at times full circle, finding the cap size was hard and probably 
not all that accurate. 

● What I learned
○ What I have learned is that mushrooms are very different from other plants. Once they pin, they 

grow everyday really fast, and so affecting their process is difficult. I learned that online kits are 
an unreliable source for experiments because of all the extra variables they introduce, not to 
mention the price for them making the experiment hard to repeat. I got to learn about how 
mushrooms work in real life when before in my research I was just reading about them, I got to 
make all the cool connections. Possible improvements I could make is again, significantly 
watering the mushrooms after they pin. I could also look for a more cost effective and reliable 
way to grow mushrooms, which might be hard but it’s worth a try. The best way to go about 
testing my revised hypothesis is by doing it more times, but in a way that isn’t expensive, just to 
get extra variables that ruin the experiment. 
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Discussion and interpretation
● Possible Improvements/Future directions

○ There are definitely improvements that can be made to improve my experiment. To start, put all the 
bags in their bowl of water at the same time. In the beginning, you soak the bags of soil in water for 
about 6 hours. When I did it, I filled the bowl with water, put a bag in, then started on the next bowl. 
And that might've had an effect on the results. Next time, I would fill the bowls, then put all the bags in 
at about the same time. I think doing this would help all the treatments to grow, because it’s one of the 
important steps in the step up process that should be the same for all the bags, because that’s not a 
variable that should be varying, the variable varying is instead how much water they get the days 
leading after the setup process is over. Next, making sure I water the mushrooms correctly everyday. 
At first, I was watering the mushrooms too much. Instead of watering the mushrooms a total of 
4.92892 ml, 9.858 ml, and 14.787 ml, I was watering each flap of the soil that much. So, the 
dehydrated mushrooms at first were getting watered the closest to the controlled mushrooms amount, 
so that was probably why those grew the most. If I were to do this experiment again, I would start with 
the right amounts of water so I  get accurate results. Next, as the watering process goes on, I should 
do what I need to for all the soils to match. Last time, in the end, the control soil was growing moss 
and the overhydrated was just covered in the white beginning top layer. So, if in the next experiment 
the soils are varying, I’m going to do what I can to have them look the same. Like if just the white stuff 
is growing after being scraped in the beginning of the experiment, I’ll scrap it again and remove it. If 
mold is growing, I’ll remove it from the soil. This would help because since I can't pick for Amazon to 
make all the soils come exactly the same, I can do this and it should help get mushrooms, and not 
moss, to grow. So in conclusion, a lot went wrong, some in and out of my personal control, so there 
are some things I could do next time to get more data from my experiment. 
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Implications and ideas for future research

My project is important because it shows that if you have an interest 
in something, like how I wanted to know how mushrooms work, you 
can test, a lot of tests sometimes though, and find an answer. And 
that’s a critical thing because of the decline of youth’s interest in 
STEM these days. In my project, I just made an observation outside. 
Then when I needed a project for class, I had one. So it’s important to 
let kids explore. Look around and find stuff they're interested in. Find 
stuff they can try to test out. Because creativity is important for 
children.

Future research I could do for my project is finding how much water is 
a significant amount to change how the mushrooms grow. I could 
also research alternate, less variable filled ways to grow mushrooms. 
I could see if there’s other factors that change how mushrooms grow. 
With mushrooms being a pretty uncommon houseplant, there are so 
many future research and project opportunities 
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